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Abstract

Navigation is a basic skill for autonomous robots. In the last years human-robot interaction has become an important research field that spans all of the robot capabilities including perception, reasoning, learning, manipulation and navigation. For navigation, the presence of humans requires novel approaches that take into account the constraints of human comfort as well as social rules. Besides these constraints, putting robots among humans opens new interaction possibilities for robots, also for navigation tasks, such as robot guides. This paper provides a survey of existing approaches to human-aware navigation and offers a general classification scheme for the presented methods.
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1. Introduction

Robot technology is moving more and more from factories to everyday applications in households, offices and public places. Almost all such robots have to master the task of navigating through their environment. Human-aware navigation is the intersection between research on human robot interaction (HRI) and robot motion planning. Robot motion planning is an established engineering domain \cite{52,85}. HRI is a younger sub-domain of robotics \cite{85}, \cite{18,22,29,40}. As Feil-Seifer \cite{18} puts it: “Human-robot interaction (HRI) is the interdisciplinary study of interaction dynamics between humans and robots.” There are many possible types of interaction between robots and humans, which depends largely on the robot design and capabilities. For our survey we consider those interaction dynamics that occur as a result of navigation.

While the term “HRI” may mainly evoke images of robots talking to humans or handing over items, it also has implications to robot navigation. By definition any robot has a body. Navigation means for the robot to change the position of its body, to move to a different place. This is often called “base motion”, as opposed to “arm motion”. In navigation, interaction with humans happens either as a purpose of the base motion, such as guiding humans, or as a side effect, such as when a delivery robot gets in the way of a human.

This paper uses a very broad concept of interactions describing any change in a human or a robot as a consequence of the presence of the other. So a human being distracted by a present robot is already an interaction. In this survey the distinction between explicit and implicit interaction is made: Explicit interaction happens when an action is made for the purpose of achieving a reaction by the partner; implicit interaction happens when actions are modified due to the (potential) presence of a partner, but no reaction is intended.
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Even though navigation is a basic robot skill, the robotics and HRI communities have not yet produced a holistic approach to human-aware navigation. However, pioneering works on several individual aspects of human-aware navigation exist. This paper introduces human-aware navigation as a research topic and provides an overview of the existing research, including not only navigation techniques, but also evaluation methods.

1.1. Background and Scope

Autonomous robots have been deployed in human environments, an overview of such robots was given in 2005 by Jensen [40]. Among the presented systems, there are several museum tour-guide robots, the museum setting being particularly suitable for deployment of robot prototypes. Here is a list of publications describing prototype robots that operated in public spaces:

- Rhino, by W. Burgard, A. B. Cremers, D. Fox, S. Thrun et al. [9]
- Robox, by K. O. Arras, R. Siegwart, et al. [4, 74, 86]
- Minerva, by S. Thrun, M. Beetz, M. Bennewitz, W. Burgard, A. B. Cremers, D. Fox, et al. [96]
- Rackham, by R. Alami, R. Chatila, et al. [15]
- Mobot, by I. Nourbakhsh, C. Kunz, and T. Willeke [64]
- Cice, by A. Chella et al. [55]

All those robots had navigation modules that prevented collisions with humans or other obstacles using robust navigation strategies such as a minimal required obstacle distance or stop-and-wait behavior in situations of conflict were used to guarantee safety. A similar early work worth mentioning is by Prassler et al. [77] on an autonomous wheelchair navigating through a trainstation crowd. Thanks to experiences with such robots navigating robustly in human centered environments, researchers across the world have identified new challenges towards developing more human-friendly robots.

The research listed in this paper identifies situations where the acceptance of the robot can be improved.
claim our search to be exhaustive, but believe the offset of publications around 2001 and the raising trend are still viable conclusions from our selection. The growing number of publications on the topic indicates the growing interest. In the selection of publications we excluded the works on related topics such as perception of humans, tracking humans, tele-operated robots, legged robots, robot arm trajectory planning and affective signals of robots.

Using the selected papers as reference we identified smaller areas of research within the larger topic of human-aware navigation. In particular many papers focus on one of the aspects. We classified the papers into the categories comfort, naturalness and sociability (see Figure 3). Also it is useful to understand where a research result would fit into a general navigation framework, so we also partitioned the papers by what functionality of a general navigation framework they suggest to modify (as shown in Figure 7). Those two dimensions of challenge focus and navigation functionality serve as a structure for this document.

1.2. Example

To illustrate the special challenges of human-aware navigation, here is a simple example scenario. Figure 2 shows the scenario of a party with a robot butler. In an apartment, several humans are present and socially active. A new guest $A$ has just arrived and the robot $R$ has to lead her to the host $B$. The robot remembers the most recently observed position of $B$. It has range-limited sensors to cover an area in front of itself as depicted with a dashed line. Any state-of-the-art navigation framework can move the robot from its current position to a position close to the position of $B$. However, there are many aspects the robot must consider to avoid any discomfort, harm, and surprise to the persons present in the scene.

For example, the robot must move at a speed that is neither too slow nor too fast for person $A$ to follow. On the way, it might encounter a situation, where person $E$ moves towards $C$, thus crossing the way of the robot and person $A$. The robot must ensure that the person can still follow it. When moving through the corridor, the robot should move on one side (which side depends on the country and culture) and be especially aware that other people can come hurrying through the corridor out of the room, not seeing the robot and the guest. When moving around standing persons, the robot must keep an appropriate distance, far enough from the persons not to annoy or frighten them, but close enough for not taking unnecessary detours, which would be awkward for person $A$. While approaching to $B$, the robot should make sure that it is visible to $B$.

When other humans move, such as $E$ moving towards $C$, the robot can still perceive their current positions. But for a smooth navigation behavior, it is necessary to predict the movement of $E$. While it is
necessary to react to the movement of $E$, the robot should not overreact. Just because $E$ is crossing the way of $R$ and $A$, it might not be necessary to adapt the path to $B$. Most of the time, it suffices to slow down slightly so that $E$ can pass [47].

These are just example requirements drawn from the situation. More requirements of a similar nature exist, they all center around adaption to human properties, expectations and needs.

1.3. Organization of the Article

The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the challenges of moving among humans in more detail than the example in Figure 2, looking at the specific types of challenges comfort, natural movement and social aspects. Section 3 identifies the key functionalities of a navigation framework and categorizes novel technological approaches according to how they fit into the overall organization of robot navigation. A specific challenge for all HRI research is the evaluation of the methods. In multi-agent navigation specifically situations vary strongly and the psychological nature of the problem make it difficult to apply traditional robotics or psychology methods of evaluation, with additional effort to setup a robotic platform and sensor coverage for a test area for navigation. Evaluation methods used in the literature are therefore presented separately in Section 4. Section 5 concludes with a summary and outlook on open research questions.

2. Challenges of Human-aware Navigation

Research on human-aware robot navigation follows different goal: Most of the papers we collected attempted to minimize annoyance and stress, thus making interaction more comfortable for the human. Others strive to make robots behave more natural within their abilities or make robots behave according to cultural norms. All three goals have in common that they attempt to improve robot acceptance, but the methods vary. These terms like “comfort” and “natural” are used loosely in literature, so in order to classify the papers, we use the following definitions.

**Comfort** is the absence of annoyance and stress for humans in interaction with robots.

**Naturalness** is the similarity between robots and humans in low-level behavior patterns.

**Sociability** is the adherence to explicit high-level cultural conventions.

Comfort is different from safety: even when a robot is moving safely, an observer may still feel that the motion is not safe, lacking trust in the technology. So research on comfort attempts to not only make the robot move safely, but additionally in a way that also feels safe to humans. The opposite is possible as well of course, robot motion that feels perfectly safe to an observer, can still end up in a collision, if safety constraints are violated.

The most common approach for research in comfort is to identify robot behavior aspects that are clearly uncomfortable behavior, and to modify the behavior. This is similar to the approach taken for safety, where risks are identified and mitigated. This approach is very successful where a behavior aspect is clearly impacting acceptance in a negative way. However this approach struggles a lot with improving the robot behavior in a positive way, where the status quo is not clearly discomforting, but an improvement might be achievable still.

The other two categories thus focus on modifying the robot behavior to satisfy a given ideal of behavior. The category of “naturalness” strives to imitate nature, such as human motion, as the target behavior to recreate with a robot. This works well with several lower-level parameters of behavior, like dynamics, shapes and velocities, where a continuous distance-measure can be applied between behaviors. However due to the different abilities of robots compared to humans, not all aspects are suitable to be transferred from humans to robots. For high-level decisions, the problem is usually not how similar the robot behaves, but whether a robot makes the same decision as a human or not. So the category “sociability” instead uses known culture-dependent norms for civilized human behavior, which is appropriate for high-level decisions, where
individual action sequences or distinct decision alternatives can be formulated. The protocols we consider for sociability are constraints imposed by society, sometimes as solutions for conflict situations, sometimes to support civil order in society. One example is the rule to walk on the right-hand side in corridors.

Research on both “naturalness” and “sociability” thus is also usually expected to contribute to comfort, but we classify according to the authors’ primary intent, which can either be to measure and reduce known discomfort, or to modify behavior to either increase similarity to nature or obey defined social conventions. The well-known phenomenon of the “uncanny valley” shows that greater similarity does not generally increase acceptance of robots, thus the difference of focus is meaningful.

To clarify the distinction between the categories, here are examples for the challenge of the scenario in section 1.2 illustrated in Figure 2. The task of the robot is to guide person A to person B. For comfort, the robot should avoid to annoy any person involved. To do so, it should keep a proper distance to all persons, and avoid moving too fast or too slow. In order for the guiding task to be intuitive, the robot should maintain a natural formation with Person A, and move in smooth and goal directed behavior. A jittery path and unnecessary breaks would make the motion in formation intuitive. Finally the robot should respect social norms, such as moving on the right in the corridor, or giving priority to humans. Adhering to such cultural norms makes the robot behave in a civilized way, thus being more sociable.

The distribution of papers to topic is shown in Figure 3, with comfortable and natural motion being the dominant research topics. We show a fourth category “Other” there for papers dealing with diverse other aspects such as providing new interaction capabilities for robot in navigation.

| Comfort | 7, 10, 13, 17, 19, 21, 27, 50, 54, 29, 42, 43, 44, 48, 49, 51, 53, 54, 56, 79, 60, 63, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 82, 83, 84, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 93, 97, 106, 105, 106 |
| Naturalness | 1, 6, 7, 13, 27, 29, 35, 37, 38, 43, 44, 48, 49, 50, 53, 54, 70, 62, 63, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 83, 84, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 93, 98, 99 |
| Sociability | 7, 13, 34, 35, 43, 44, 46, 50, 56, 79, 63, 69, 70, 72, 81, 93 |
| Other | 8, 12, 13, 27, 35, 37, 41, 42, 50, 57, 59, 60, 62, 69, 70, 71, 92, 104, 20 |

Figure 3: The categories that the selected papers focused on.

Note that outside human-robot interaction, time-efficiency or energy-efficiency of robot actions are common optimization goals in robotics. With human-robot interaction, it may happen that social aspects take precedence over efficiency, or that efficiency is defined using social factors rather than just time or energy.

2.1. Human Comfort

When a robot moves to a defined goal, it can cause discomfort in human observers. It can do so by moving too close, too fast, too slow, too loud, being in the way, etc. This section presents research on identifying what causes discomfort and changing the robot behavior to reduce discomfort. The larger part of publications approaches this by avoiding negative emotional responses such as fear or anger. Fear is interesting does not only depend on the robot being safe but also to make it appear safe. The literature shows different strategies ranging from maintaining proper distance, proper approaching strategy, control strategies to avoid being noisy, and planning to avoid interference.

In the given literature the comfort requirement is mostly inspected regarding a distance a robot needs to keep from persons. This distance does not merely serve collision avoidance, but prevents the emotional discomfort humans may feel when approached closer than they like. The concept of a virtual personal space around a person that humans mutually respect - called “Proxemics” - was proposed by Edward T. Hall [32] for human-human interaction. He found different social distances humans chose for interaction depending on the relationship and intention as shown in Table 1.

The idea is that for each kind of interaction with other agents, humans will feel annoyed if the other is too close or too far away, greater distance than the expected one maybe indicating a dislike. The original proxemics model describes only one aspect of comfort in only one kind of situation: a distance to chose for explicit interaction when standing. Robot navigation deals with many more situations than static explicit interaction, and has to produce many more aspects of behavior. Other situations are: circumventing a
Designation Specification Reserved for ...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Reserved for ...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intimate distance</td>
<td>0 - 45cm</td>
<td>Embracing, touching, whispering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal distance</td>
<td>45 - 120cm</td>
<td>Friends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social distance</td>
<td>1.2 - 3.6m</td>
<td>Acquaintances and strangers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public distance</td>
<td>&gt; 3.6m</td>
<td>Public speaking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Proxemic interpersonal distances as found by E. T. Hall [32]. How those categories and the values are to be adopted for the human-robot context is an open research question.

human, standing in queue (or in an elevator) without explicit communication, and also when moving in formation. Also the proxemics model does not describe the orientation, pose and gaze agents choose or the trajectories agents choose when moving. But the general idea of proxemics of making the robot choose an appropriate social distance for any explicit or implicit interaction can be applied to other situations as well, and to other parameters than distance.

Generally from the perspective of making a person feel safe, the robot should try to avoid passing very closely and entering into the intimate or personal space, unless explicit interaction is required. This is regardless of objective safety, as the goal of comfort is to improve emotional quality, thus even avoiding fears that are objectively unfounded. Studies by Pacchierotti et al. [67, 68] show that even if there is no physical collision, to make a person feel safer the robot should deviate at a proper signaling distance. See the section 2.1.1 for more details.

Other than by keeping a proper distance as suggested by the Proxemics model, authors have attempted to reduce discomfort by modulating the velocity, approaching for explicit interaction from the front, etc. In the following such alternatives are presented. So research on comfort largely follows the concept of Proxemics, but other aspects of behavior than distance are also researched.

The following subsection describes how user studies attempt to quantify different aspects of behavior, and how robot behavior can be improved.

2.1.1. User studies involving comfort

Dautenhahn et al. [17] and Koay et al. [46] present studies in which the robot approaches sitting test participants several times from different directions to hand over an object. Afterwards the participants rate their discomfort. The studies showed that users in the test situation prefer a robot to approach from the front to hand-over the object, rather than diagonally from the left or right.

Pacchierotti et al. [67, 68] performed studies for a robot passing a human in a hallway with the human walking in the opposite direction. The study suggests the need of prompting signals and a proper signaling distance. In their study they applied a control strategy for robots in corridors, as a reaction to persons coming the other way. The robot deviated to one of three lateral distances, where generally larger distances (0.4m between robot hull and human center) felt better to participants, while on a few occasions, a large lateral distance was judged unnatural.

Butler and Agah [10] present several experiments for a robot moving in a room with a standing person. They tested approaching the person at different velocities, circumventing a person with different trajectories and robot bodies, and the robot exploring the room in different ways. They found that for approaching, a velocity of 1m/s made subjects uncomfortable, while 0.5m/s was acceptable. To some subjects a humanoid robot felt less comfortable than a small robot for the circumventing trials at the same distance of 0.5m, which the authors attribute to the robot taking more space in the room, thus maybe appearing more menacing. For exploring the room, no significant difference was found between a structured and a random approach.

The study of Shi [84], measures how much humans evaded from an approaching robot when they felt scared. The robot would as an example move towards the subject at 4.5m/s and safely stop at a distance of
0.5m, and the subjects felt unsafe. So even if the robot controller prevents all risks of collision, approaches may still scare humans in the environment and thus cause discomfort. From these observations they designed a velocity constraint for moving toward a person at distance $v(r) \leq kr$ for $r < r_{max}$ such that the robot’s maximum permissible velocity within some social radius $r_{max}$ decreases by a scalar $k$ as the robot approaches a person. A similar approach was also used by other authors [1].

Mumm and Mutlu [63] performed studies where the robot base was not moving, but the robot’s head moved to establish or avoid gaze. By modulating the robot greeting of the subjects between friendly and rude, they created an initial likability of the robot. As the next step they measured the self-distancing behavior of participants in different robot gaze conditions, intensive vs. light. The goal was to establish which of four competing distancing models would best fit the human behavior. A very brief summary of these models is:

- **Reciprocity**: Human distance themselves more when the robot gaze is intense
- **Compensation**: Human distance themselves less when the robot gaze is intense
- **Attraction Mediation**: Human distance themselves more when the robot was rude
- **Attraction-transformation**: Human distance themselves more in trials with a rude robot with intense gaze, but will distance themselves less with a friendly robot with intense gaze

The data they collected partly supported both the compensation and the attraction-transformation models. The authors derive three design recommendations: The robot should be designed to make a good first impression, when good rapport is difficult to achieve the interaction should not be too intense, and knowledge about how much an interacting person likes robots should be used to gauge intensity.

Takayama and Pantofaru [93] similarly extract robot design principles for approaching distance and gaze depending on social context. Regarding robot gaze, they recommend averting gaze when approaching a person closer than a threshold to avoid conveying a threat, in particular when approaching women. Else they recommend that the familiarity with robots and attitude towards robots should be taken into account for social distance selection.

Walters et al. [100] present a study showing that over weeks, the preferences of participants for a social distance between them and the robot decreased.

Young et al. [103] compare several relative poses for a robot that is led on a leash by a participant, with the results indicating that the robot moving in front of the person was the most comfortable joint motion approach.

All the user studies above require constrained settings to provide measurable results. The focus is on finding quality criteria of comfortable behavior. Several studies use Wizard-of-Oz experiments and robots with scripted rather than autonomous navigation. Given the results of such studies, the question remains how an autonomous robot can be made to exhibit the same quality of behavior. The next section looks at novel algorithmic solutions to produce such improved behavior.

### 2.1.2. Techniques to improve comfort

The most common approach to avoid discomfort due to small distance is to define areas around humans as cost functions or potential fields [34, 44, 83, 89, 91]. Using either, a path can be found that balances distance traveled with caused discomfort. Social Cost models are described in more detail in section 3.4.1. Such cost functions are superior to solutions defining forbidden zones around humans [39, 51], because in confined spaces it can be necessary and useful for the robot to move very close to a person. In [89], the human’s comfort has been taken into account in a cost grid for static humans. Whereas in [71] proximity guidelines have been used to plan a smooth path around a dynamic human or a group of people moving together. This approach has been compared with purely reactive robot navigation from the aspect of physical comfort [69].

Works such as [71, 83, 89] explicitly try to avoid discomfort and surprise caused by navigating in the region behind the human, the approach is to increase virtual costs in that region to make the robot prefer a greater distance or a different path.
There are special cases where the comfort distance to the same person changes dynamically, such as presented in Zender et al. [105]. They present a robot that increases the distance to the human before leaving a room through a door, such that opening the door does not become clumsy due to the robot proximity. A special form of following is tracking the human from the front, such as investigated by Jung et al., and also by Young et al. [41, 103]. By remaining in front of a walking person, the person does not have to turn the head to survey the robot, which adds to the walking comfort in this particular situation.

To take the aspect of comfort beyond the definition of “a distance to maintain”, Martison [59] takes into account the noise generated by the robot motion itself and presents an approach to generate an acoustic hiding path while moving around a person. A model of human acoustic awareness is presented in [58], to navigate the robot in a way that reduces the discomfort because of noise. This has been further used to move the robot to another location to reduce the ambient noise exposure on the human during the course of human-robot interaction [60].

One way to be comfortable for others is ‘not disturbing’ them if not necessary. This has been addressed in Tipaldi et al. [97] by avoiding the robot to navigate in the areas causing potential interference with others, while performing tasks like cleaning the home. Their approach is to maintain a “spatial affordance map” which contains probabilities for human activities (like having dinner) in the environment (like a home) for time intervals as Poisson processes. This map is populated from observations of persons in their environment and allows for the robot to reason about whether its navigation activity is likely to occur in the same room a human occupies.

The comfort aspect of navigation deals with eliminating obvious causes of discomfort. Beyond that, the interaction between robots and humans can still be improved. The next section shows how interaction quality can be improved by making motions more natural.

2.2. Natural motion

Several publications attempt to make robots navigate more acceptably near humans by making robots move more similar to how humans move. This is often called “natural” behavior. The assumption is that if a robot behaves like a human (or like an animal), the interaction between humans and the robot becomes easier and more intuitive for the humans. Related adjectives are “predictable”, “understandable”, “readable” or “legible”. All those concepts rely on the fact that robot motion is interpreted by human observers, who attempt to judge the motive and the future behavior of the robot. As an example this is necessary as a human might need to proactively interrupt the robot if the safety of the human, the robot or the environment are at risk. The likelihood that a human observer interprets the motion of the robot correctly is assumed to be higher if the robot moves naturally.

While increasing similarity to humans in general increases acceptability, there are two known risks. The “uncanny valley”[61] describes the phenomenon that robots can cause discomfort by being too human-like in some aspect. The other risk is to induce false assumptions in observers about the robot capabilities. However, apparently in navigation both these risks have not had an impact so far.

One aspect of natural motions is smoothness. This refers to both the geometry of the path taken as well as the velocity profile. Human motion is influenced by a principle of energy optimization, among other things, so unless some other factor takes precedence, it is possible to empirically observe human motions with near-minimum jerk [3]. Another aspect of naturalness is the motion relative to other agents. Proxemics deals with distances. But there is more to motion than distance. As an example two persons walking together walk in formation, such as side by side or one following the other. Gockley et al. [27] looked at a similar example of a robot following a person, and found that it was preferable to make the robot share the direction, but not necessarily the path of the person followed.

Althaus et al. [1] present a behavior design for approaching a group of people and maintaining formation. They suggest to maintain a certain distance to the closest person, and regulate the robot speed as a function of the distance. Also when standing in formation with more than one person, they suggest that the robot body faces the middle of the group. For a benign demonstration with subjects, those control functions achieved behavior that appeared natural to the subjects.

To start an explicit interaction Saulnier et al. [82] investigated how different kinds of nonverbal cues in the robot body language can catch the attention of a person in a natural way. In their study a robot
performed several behaviors while subjects were interviewing another person. As conditions, the robot just passed by, approached with quick and erratic motions, or approached slowly. The reactions of the subjects confirm that navigation behavior conveys messages and can be used for non-verbal communication, and must be considered to avoid misunderstandings.

Similar ideas were tested for robots to be deployed in shopping malls, by Hayashi [35] and Satake [81], investigating how the trajectory of the robot can adapt to that of walking humans, to catch their attention without disturbing them. Both found they could improve the acceptability by making the robot approach from the front.

Garcia et al. [57] investigate the situation of having several robots guiding several persons, using a Social Force Model (SFM) as a means to guide a group of humans in a natural way. This model is also used by Tamura et al [94] changing the model to allow for different forces when an opportunity to follow another human exists. Social force models represent moving agents like robots or humans as masses under virtual gravitational forces. Thus an agent can be drawn towards a goal or a leading person while at the same time being repelled by obstacles and other agents. This can be used as a control scheme for a robot where the virtual forces are added up and used as input to the robot motion control.

A particular problem for naturalness is the motion within crowds. The motion that evolves in human crowds is an emergent system arising from the individual decisions of all humans in the crowd, yet the decisions taken may also depend on the overall behavior, density and shape of the crowd. Research work on robots in crowds is usually done using simulation. Examples are the work of Berg et al. [99] investigating reciprocal avoidance as a working social norm, and of Henry et al. [37] investigating global path planning using only local information about the crowd. In environments with restricted space potential conflicts may also occur frequently. Robots and humans may be in the way of each other, and a mutual planning effort is required to allow robots and humans to go where they want to go. To reduce the involved effort, it is important for the robot to avoid creating ambiguous signals about its intention. In Kruse et al. [47] the crossing situation was analyzed and the legibility of the robot motion improved by making the robot adopt a trajectory that is similar to that of humans in such situations. The key is to adapt the velocity of the robot rather than the path, allowing the path to indicate the intention of the robot. A generalized investigation of close human-human encounters is done by Luber et al. [54] based on overhead video data. In simulation they show how assumed fixed social cost models around humans generate less human-like behavior than cost models that vary over time depending on the distance between robot and human.

Another special challenge for robots is to move in densely crowded areas. Müller et al. [62] and Tamura et al. [94] explore the strategy of making a robot exhibit human-like motion behavior in highly populated environments, in the sense that the robot moves along with the people who are moving in the same direction leading towards the goal of the robot.

One stream of research deals with the challenge of humans being moving obstacles, that can cause the navigation to fail to get to a goal. As an example, several papers put the focus on the robot avoiding to be blocked or delayed by avoiding predicted human paths [21, 65].

2.3. Motion under social constraints

According to our category of sociability, human-aware navigation can be improved adding features to the robot behavior that considering explicit social protocols for behavior in particular situations. Outside navigation, examples are shaking hands, greeting any person once a day, saying goodbye before leaving, knocking at a door before entering a room somebody else may have claimed, and so on. In navigation, there are rules such as standing in a queue, letting people leave an elevator before attempting to enter, giving priority to elderly people at doorways, walking on the right-hand side of corridors, ask for permission to pass, excusing oneself when one has to traverse a personal zone to reach a goal, and so on. We separate this from comfortable and natural motion, because we can construct cases where social rules are violated, but rules for comfort and natural behavior are satisfied. In the example of standing in a queue, a robot should leave the queue on a safe and naturally smooth trajectory, skip ahead respecting the comfort zones of people, and go to the front of the queue. While this behavior respects comfort and naturalness constraints, people may feel aggravated if they assume that robots as intelligent agents are also responsible for following social rules.
Several authors investigate improved approach directions to initiate explicit interaction [1, 10, 17, 43, 46, 63, 93], suggesting that the discomfort is caused by the violation of a social rule, rather than a violation of a comfort distance. Such social rules may involve control of the robot gaze direction in such situations. Similarly, social conventions might exist for making prompting gestures as suggested by Peters et al. [72].

The model for pedestrian behavior by Helbing [36] includes a bias to evade to a preferred side in cases of conflict, breaking symmetry. In a related way, pedestrians can often be observed to walk in virtual lanes in corridors with sufficient density of humans. Which side to prefer is a cultural preference, a norm that varies between cultures.

Kirby et al. [44] modeled the social norm of passing a person by maintaining the right side in the hallway. This has been achieved on a cost grid based framework (COMPANION) by increasing the social costs of moving on the right side of the person. Whereas Pandey et al. [71] incorporated this along with other social norms such as: overtaking a person on his/her right, avoiding to pass through a group of people, proactively moving on the right half portion in a hallway or a narrow passage, in their high-level social path planner framework.

For research on comfort we have seen how a robot can consider discomfort by moving too close to humans. Even outside the immediate vicinity to humans, robots may violate diverse cultural rules by moving in certain areas. This has been researched by Chung et al. [13], building a map of an environment with “spatial effects”. A spatial effect is present when humans can be observed to divert from the shortest or most efficient path to their goal. Crossing the road only at crossings, or standing in queues are such spatial effects, where humans follow conventions. Another kind of spatial effect appears as a consequence of affordances of empty spaces [78]. An empty space in front of a TV set allows people to view the screen, a robot passing there may cause frustration by disturbing the affordance. However if the TV set is off, this might not be a problem at all. Similar in certain rooms like kitchens, almost every spot is an affordance space for access to storage area or a kitchen appliance, so the for households the concept of affordance spaces requires context to be useful.

Similarly the space between interacting groups of people is used for a variety of non-verbal communication cues, such that several authors describe methods to circumvent rather than pass through groups of people [71, 83, 26].

2.4. Other aspects of human friendly navigation

While comfort, naturalness and sociability are the most-mentioned research directions of human-aware navigation, some publications focus on diverse other aspects that have no main category. Often the focus is enabling new forms of interactions with robots, such as moving in formation, or to optimize other aspects for moving among humans, such as time efficiency, or robustness.

Several publications try to follow the idea that people as agents adapt to the environment, so the robot may use that knowledge about humans to pursue its navigation goals. For example, a person who stands in the way of a robot may very well move aside without discomfort if approached by the robot that wants to pass. This knowledge can be used as shown by Kruse et al. [49] and Müller et al. [62]. Similarly, moving humans may themselves adapt their motion to avoid collision with the robot, this can also be exploited [2, 98].

Several works attempt to improve the robot motion with respect to formations with persons, rather than just avoiding the human. There are several methods to research robot behavior for formations. The F-formations concept is mentioned by several authors to classify static human formations like the one in Figure 4a [1, 78]. Studies have shown that explicitly interacting groups of humans chose positions on a virtual circle. This concept can be used to define which areas a robot should avoid, and how to select a spot if the robot’s goal is to start explicit interaction. For dynamic situations, it is useful to classify the situation and behavior qualitatively, and Hanheide et al. [33] have used the Qualitative Trajectory Calculus (QTC) schema to classify 2-agent situations and select appropriate robot behavior. As shown in Figure 4b, the QTC considers the relative motion of agents to each other by comparing the motion vector to the connecting line between the agent positions. For either agent this yields whether the agent is moving towards the other or away from him, and whether it is moving on the left or right hand side. Given neutral states for each aspect, this yields 81 possible states, and the evolution of states in a situation allows to categorize the current
situation and solutions, leaving it to further research to choose the best solution in this qualitative space of alternatives. Finally for a robot following in formation with a human, several authors define a virtual target for the robot to follow, as sketched in Figure 4c. Some authors focus on defining the ideal relative position of the virtual target [38, 41, 70, 103], while others focus on adapting the virtual target in cases of conflict [27, 37, 77]. The concept can also be extended to moving formations with many participants [16]. The results on virtual targets are however difficult to unify.

When guiding a person to a goal place a robot has to coordinate motion not just to avoid discomfort, but to achieve a joint goal. In this context, the person to be guided may deviate from the path planned by the robot. The guided person could show various natural deviations in her path and behavior. The person can slow down, speed up, deviate or even suspend the process of being guided for various reasons. This poses challenges for developing a robot’s navigation behavior, which is neither over-reactive nor ignorant about the person’s activities. The robot should try to support the person’s activities and re-engage the person if required. In this context [19] adapts a trajectory learning based approach to slowdown or stop when the human is not following by maintaining a proper distance. In [26] a group of robot tries to guide a group of people and adapting their trajectories to avoid humans getting lost from the group. In [70] a framework has been presented to re-engage a guided person, in the case she suspends the guiding process and moves away significantly. In that case the robot re-plans a smooth path to approach the person in a goal-oriented manner so that to exert a kind of social force pulling towards the goal.

2.5. Summary of human-awareness in robot navigation

The properties that a robot needs to exhibit to navigate in a human-aware fashion can mostly be categorized as comfort, naturalness and sociability.

Human comfort is the most mentioned topic in the literature. A moving robot should make a person feel safe not just by moving safely, but by moving in a way that is perceived as safe. But that alone does not avoid all situations of discomfort. Comfortable motion is currently mostly implemented as making the robot prefer additional distances on top of safety distances. However, researchers are beginning to take the issue of comfort beyond the proximity aspect, such as making the robot intelligent to be less noisy, or less interfering by its motion pattern.

Beyond avoiding discomfort, robot acceptance can be increased in several ways. Natural robot motion attempts to increase acceptability by reducing differences between robot and human motion. Such situations where naturalness is important are motion in formation, and motions within limited space with conflict potential, such as moving in a crowded place, following or accompanying a person.

Social motion deals with modeling and respecting cultural norms for specific situations, not only to avoid discomfort, but to avoid resentment and improve explicit interactions. It is implemented sometimes using hand-picked rules such as for moving on the right-hand side of lanes or approaching human from the front for explicit interaction, or it is learned from human behavior as spatial effect.
Further, there are research directions that take into account humans explicitly as intelligent and social agents, whose behavior can not only be predicted but also be influenced and used. This leads to solutions to particular situations of spatial conflicts.

As a summary of the features of human-aware navigation in the literature, here is a list of major human-aware capabilities that a robot could exhibit during navigation:

1. Respect personal zones
2. Respect affordance spaces
3. Avoid culturally scorned upon behaviors
4. Avoid erratic motions or noises that cause distraction
5. Reduce velocity when approaching a person
6. Approach from the front for explicit interaction
7. Modulate gaze direction

The list only represents the research so far, it is possible that in the future further human-aware capabilities are added to that list, as an example additional non-verbal communication cues to emit during motion, and similarly reacting to signals given by humans.

Placing a robot in a human environment also allows to implement human-related features besides moving in human-friendly manner. Figure 5 shows special form of movements and how much research exists for each, showing person-following as the comparatively easiest challenge.

![Figure 5: Specific challenges for robots navigating among humans](image)

Follow a person \[27, 30, 37, 38, 41, 77, 103, 105\]
Solve blocked passage and dense crowd \[2, 37, 49, 98\]
Guide a person \[19, 70, 26\]
Move in formations \[1, 30, 57\]

More details on the citations are provided

Having a good overview of the state-of-the-art research and human-awareness requirements, one may be tempted to create a navigation framework that satisfies all the currently known requirements. The following section maps the required features to common navigation functionalities.

3. Towards a human-aware navigation framework

The previous section defined human-aware navigation based on the existing literature. This section investigates the approaches to satisfy these requirements. A large diversity of navigation systems have been built for the purpose of research focused on particular situations. One challenge is to discern how to integrate the research of several publications into a unified framework. Common to practically all navigation frameworks is a division of the software into reactive and deliberate components. A robot needs to be both reactive to the environment, as well as being able to solve the motion planning problem. The motion planning problem, also called the “piano mover’s problem” is this: Given a workspace, obstacles in the workspace, and a robot, find a solution that allows the robot to move from one configuration to another without colliding with obstacles.

Software modules that plan the whole motion before executing it are called deliberate, modules that only plan a small time ahead during execution are called reactive. Architectures that combine separate reactive and deliberate modules are called “hybrid architectures” [80, ch. 25.7] or “layered architectures” [85, p. 110, 187]. In a layered architecture, the lowest layer is usually called the reactive layer. It senses the environment and controls the motion at high frequency to avoid unwanted situations such as collisions, or large deviations from a plan. Higher layers create plans for the path and behavior of the robot.

We use this distinction between deliberate and reactive modules to categorize work done on human-aware navigation planning.
3.1. General navigation software modules

This section describes basic navigation functionalities in an attempt to generalize existing approaches, and introduce names for different sets of requirements and modules in navigation frameworks.

Figure 6, shows data processing functionalities common to many navigation frameworks. A box in the diagram represents just one functionality. The connections in the diagram show the main data flow, and not the control flow, which may be designed in many different ways. The figure is an informal generalization of several navigation frameworks [73, 86, 87, 90]. Figure 6 does not present a complete software architecture for navigation, it only shows all the functionalities that are relevant as research items in human-aware navigation specifically. The functionalities are split into three groups: for sensing, deliberation, and acting. Simple architectures in the past had a control flow that follows the data flow, giving rise to the notion of a “sense-plan-act” (SPA) paradigm. The state-of-the-art is more complex, with modules having independent control cycles, and reactive components being able to initiate emergency stops without waiting for a high-level planning module to create a long-term plan.

The sense group deals with building up information about the robot’s environment and its own position. For environments with dynamic obstacles, the robot’s navigation behavior can be improved by detecting moving obstacles, tracking them and projecting their independent future motion or intent.

In the deliberation group, modules decide which actions to perform in what order, where to go for each action, how to get there and the behavior while on the way. An exemplary control flow is:

- The robot selects an action (e.g. go to human)
- The robot selects a pose (e.g. in front of human)
- The robot selects a path (e.g. avoiding a group of people talking to each other)
- The robot adapts an aspect of behavior while moving on the path (e.g. reducing speed to avoid noise near persons)

An optimal plan for a problem could only be obtained by making all these decisions in a single planning process. However the size of the search space prohibits such an approach. Instead the decisions are made
in sequence by specialized planners, though different strategies of segmenting the planning process exist. The most common strategy in research is to segment the decisions as in the list above, which works well in mostly static situations and is easy to develop.

When a robot has to act on its environment, it needs to choose a position to do so, and this choice can already impact the comfort of nearby persons. So pose selection generally rates positions in space with respect to the suitability for given actions. Path planning deals with finding a valid solution from a current position to a goal position. It is also called global planning. The main functionality here is to help the robot avoid being stuck in dead ends or taking very long detours when a shorter approach is possible. In general the output of path planning is a set of waypoints that the robot approaches one after the other. Behavior planning deals with modulations of the motions. When a robot moves, it has the freedom to modulate low-level aspects of behavior, by choosing different velocities, moving sideways, pausing, using gestures or sound as signals. Action planning and behavior planning are different as the former deciding on the “whether” and “what” of motions, and the latter on the “how”. As an example for action planning, Tipaldi et al. [97] shows planning for a vacuuming robot choosing an order in which to clean rooms to reduce the annoyance of the inhabitants under assumptions of a daily schedule. On the other hand, when moving from one room to another in an apartment, a robot can choose to keep the vacuum engine on or turn it off, depending on whether there are humans (for example watching TV) in the room the robot passes through. Such decisions belong to behavior planning instead.

The reactive group contains all control algorithms that send commands to the robot motors. This group maintains safety and is responsible for producing smooth motions. The local planning module is called 'local' because it only plans a certain distance or time ahead. This is required to ensure that planning time is bounded, so that a result can be guaranteed to be available in time while the robot moves at higher speeds among moving obstacles.

Using this framework of different navigation module functionalities, the papers found in literature research of section 1.1 are classified with respect to the responsibilities they relate to in Figure 7.

Next the different module groups are presented in more detail, showing the different research directions and competing solutions.

3.2. Prediction

The sensing functionalities of a robot take in data from several sensors and produce geometric representations of the environment. Detecting and tracking humans using sensors on a moving robot is particularly difficult. For navigation, prediction is relevant because of the mutual influence of the human navigation processes and the robot navigation processes, and because of the communication effects of navigation as body language. Outside of human-aware navigation research, prediction of human navigation has very little interest apart from crowd motion effects. So researches in human-aware robot navigation also need to do research on human motion prediction. It is beneficial to have a model of what a person will do in the future. That way the robot can make plans that are compliant with the future actions of persons. Figure 6 shows a main data flow from prediction to deliberation. This is a simplification that is also sometimes used for the control flow. A complete approach needs to make plenty of predictions for each alternative decision the robot can make, as the robot’s decision will influence the decisions of humans as well. This complete approach does not scale well however (and is more complex to describe and implement), which is why the
future motion of humans is usually predicted before making planning decisions, as if there were no mutual influences.

Prediction for navigation is closely related to simulating human walking behavior in general. Extensive overviews of related publications are given by Martinez and Fuertey [20, 78]. However in robotics, there are additional constraints due to the limited sensor capabilities and real-time requirements for reactivity.

Two approaches to prediction exist, prediction based on reasoning and prediction based on learning. Figure 8 gives an initial overview of some prediction methods, that are explored in detail below. In reasoning-based prediction, the predictions are justified by assumptions of how agents behave in general. In learning-based techniques, predictions are justified by observations of how agents behave, in particular in special circumstances and environments. Both approaches have things in common and can be combined, there is no strict separation, but the publications presented here are divided by the approach they focus on.

In learning based prediction, typical trajectories within a given map are first collected over time. Those then serve to predict new samples of humans moving in that environment. Foka et al. [21] give another dimension along which to classify prediction. They call short-term prediction anything that predicts the path or trajectory, and long-term prediction anything that predicts the next resting position. The latter is more robust against agent-agent influences. As an example, when a robot can predict that a person wants to go to the coffee machine, then the robot crossing the path of the person will typically not change that intention of the person, while the path the person chooses may be altered.

While all prediction approaches we found operate directly on map coordinates, a recent publication by Hanheide et al. [33] opens the possibility to classify and predict human motion on a higher level of abstraction, using the Qualitative Trajectory Calculus, as already introduced in Section 2.4 and Figure 4.

The following subsections first present prediction based on fixed models and assumptions, and then at learning based techniques.

3.2.1. Prediction based on geometric reasoning

In most of the available research a static world is assumed, in which only the robot moves, as an early step in HRI to be extended to dynamic situations later. In a similar way, a lot of publications use simplified models of human motion prediction, such as assuming at any given time that a person will proceed to
walk straight in his current direction at his current speed, such as in Figure 8a. Such obstacle-agnostic prediction methods can be refined to take into account typical human motion properties, such as reduction of speed when walking in arcs, as applied by Granata et al. [30]. But where obstacles are present the projected position may overlap with obstacles, so this method has limited use but may be sufficient for some experiments.

An early model for prediction taking into account the environment is given in Tadokoro et al. [92], using stochastic processes to predict probable state transitions of persons tracked in a grid map of the environment. The idea is depicted in Figure 8b, where grid cells are shown with their likelihood being represented as the darkness of the cell. At crossings in the environment, alternative state transitions become likely, such as moving on in a corridor or entering a room. The idea and technique did not reappear in other publications on human-aware robot navigation.

A similar, but less powerful approach for estimation of the future motion of agents is described in [65], that models agents as obstacles moving in the direction along a corridor (evacuating an area), with the model allowing faster moving agents moving sideways to circumvent slower-moving agents. This also uses a grid model, but no stochastic model of the future human positions.

More recent publications tend to assume more detailed and precise information about the human position as would be obtainable by modern sensors. This leads to models that use pose vectors in continuous space instead of occupancy grids.

As an example, Hoeller et al. [38] demonstrated prediction techniques that take into account that other agents cannot cross obstacles. This approach uses potential fields where obstacles are repulsors and a virtual line in front of the person acts as attractor as shown in Figure 8c.

Both occupancy grid as well as continuous spatial models may benefit from capturing uncertainty of the prediction. In occupancy grids, this is done by assigning probabilities to multiple occupancy cells rather than just marking cells as occupied in the future. In continuous models it is common to represent the uncertainty as growing round or elliptic areas of where the person is suspected to move to, as shown in Figure 8d. More complex approaches use Gaussian distributions [50].

Using growing elliptic areas of uncertainty has inherent problems. On the one hand at crossings there are several distinct paths a human could take, that cannot be adequately represented by a single circle. On the other hand the growing areas lead to the freezing robot problem [98], where in sufficient distance the predicted human motion with uncertainty takes all the available space.

A possible solution to this is presented in Althoff et al. [2]. They integrated local planning and prediction using random sampling over the future path of several agents (including the robot), stochastically maximizing the expectation that no agent will collide with obstacles or one another. An example result is shown in Figure 8e, where two humans are predicted to mutually avoid collision. When considering several humans moving that way, it is also possible to use a model of social forces, as applied by Garcia et al. [57]. In such a model pedestrians walking as a group are supposed to act as if subject to virtual attractive and repulsive effects, shown in Figure 8f.

There are downsides to all reasoning-based predictions. Calculation times increase with the amount of information processed. Also generalized models tend to fail in special cases. As solution to this downsides, the next section lists research on machine-learning approaches to navigation.

3.2.2. Prediction based on machine learning

Machine learning techniques for human prediction have the advantage of improving over time, of adapting to special circumstances, and of yielding prediction results with low online computational effort (most of the effort happens offline).

Foka et al. [21] use a neural network for one-step ahead prediction, but offer no evidence that this yields better results than linear interpolation.

A richer model is presented by Chung et al. [12, 13], using a library of observed short-term trajectories to make short-term and longer-term predictions.

Bennewitz et al. [6, 7] describe how to learn a set of motion patterns for a given map of an environment from observations of human motion, using the Expectation Maximization Algorithm. The prediction here is more of a classification, meaning the technique can only predict one of the motion patterns it has learned.
A similar approach of using observed trajectories is shown in Satake et al. [81]. The idea is visualized in Figure 8g. Bennewitz et al. also extend their approach to predict human motion based on the identity of people, such that for an office worker, it is likely to walk into his own office.

A more high-level prediction using collected trajectories is given by Hansen et al. [34], who shows an approach to predict whether a person intends to interact with a robot, based on the trajectory of the person.

An alternative approach by Thompson et al. [95] uses a mixture of annotated spaces and heuristically determined waypoints as estimates for short-term navigation goals. The idea of waypoints is similar to the one given in Foka et al. [21], sketched in Figure 8h. The prediction quality was shown to be improved for the analyzed environment, compared to predicting motion based on current position and velocity alone.

The variant of Markov decision processes (MDP) used by Ziebart et al. [106] is apparently superior to similar approaches by being feature-based. This allows for the prediction to work in new environments and to immediately adapt to changes in the environment.

A drawback of all prediction techniques based on observations of one agent at a time is that the motion of several agents is not taken into account. As a result, the more crowded an area is, the worse the prediction results are compared to model-based approaches.

3.3. Pose Selection

Pose Selection is the task of identifying good places for the robot to stop and start manipulating. It is also sometimes called “robot placement”. As an example, to talk to a person, a robot should stand where the person can see and hear the robot, the robot should also usually face the person then. This is mostly a task that logically happens prior to navigation in the sense of motion planning. However, as it is closely linked to navigation, publication on that are listed here as well. Human-aware pose selection takes into account the discomfort or comfort a robot can cause when acting at a given spot. Section 2.1 introduced the concept of Proxemics [32] as a model of suitable distances between agents for interaction. Measuring comfort distances is analyzed for that purpose by several research teams [17, 42, 46, 63, 66, 100, 101]. In order to select a spot for the robot to stop and interact, the comfortable distance obviously allows a circle of points around a person. This leaves it to a pose planner to rate points on this circle. Ideally a position should be in front of the person (unless the interaction is to give a back rub). However, most publications do not go into detail on the pose selection. An exception is by Hansen et al. [34] using a potential field for navigation where areas in front of the person were dedicated stopping points.

More complex situations are described for cases where a person is moving, and a pose relative to the moving person is needed. Hoeller et al. [38] describe how their person following robot chooses one of five poses behind the person. Such virtual targets were already introduced in Section 2.4 and Figure 4. Pandey [70] has a similar set of predefined points around a person that the robot traverses to motivate the person to follow the robot as a guide. Cuntoor et al. [16] investigate general interaction scenarios where the robot has to take a position in a formation with several persons. In their experiments the robot knows how many members the formation has, and attempts to identify which formation out of a small set of shapes the group attempts to create. The robot then maintains its own position in the assumed formation.

There is also considerable work on full body motion planning for handover tasks between robots and humans that is excluded from this paper since it belongs to the domain of manipulation motion planning, not navigation. However as an example we mention recent work by Mainprice et al. [56] that plans a handover pose for both the robot and the human, such that both may have to move to a new location for the handover.

3.4. Path planning

Path planning is the task of choosing a list of waypoints to follow on a map in order to optimize the performance of the robot according to some global target function, like the distance traveled. This is often called synonymously “navigation” in the narrow sense, as in “navigation systems” giving travel directions to car drivers. The minimum feature of a path planner is to find an end-to-end path from the current position to the goal. Further optional features are to find the shortest path, or a path satisfying some other global property. Such a path is often called the ‘global plan’ for navigation. Navigation as a reasoning activity is only necessary where a motion towards a goal cannot be achieved sufficiently well using reactive
methods, such as turning towards a goal and moving straight. Reactive methods fail in environments that have sufficiently constraining obstacles like walls that also form dead ends. Navigation algorithms use maps of the environment representing blocked and available space. Humans can be taken into account as moving obstacles, as social agents not to disturb, or as partners in joint motion with particular interests.

The majority of work on human-aware path planning use graph-based search methods, with a graph representing states in a 2D map of the environment. In the graph each node is a point in which the robot can be without collision, and an edge between two nodes means the robot may travel between the nodes without causing collision. The kinds of graph used in the surveyed research are square grids, arbitrary lattices, and expanding random trees with freely chosen edge angles.

Expanding random trees are usually used for obstacle avoidance search with higher dimensionality. They can have less memory consumption in average cases and may find non-optimal results in less time. It is possible to also consider kinematic constraints in the construction of such trees. The main disadvantage for human-aware navigation is the difficulty to make good use of cost functions in the absence of optimality properties. While two publications use them [83, 91], their usage there for human-aware navigation is not proven to be superior to grids or lattices.

Grids avoid duplicating states and have a fixed memory size, they are also simpler to program. Given that optimality of results is proven, cost-function based approaches usually prefer grid-based approaches for the sake of provably optimal results, in particular for static situations. The disadvantage of grids is that the paths cannot take into account robot kinematic constraints. Kinematic lattices such as suggested in [50] are more suitable to represent kinematic constraints. A kinematic lattice here means a graph that is built from motion primitives based on robot properties, such that an edge of the graph is a so-called motion-primitive. To prevent the graph to grow too quickly, a special set of motion primitives is selected to build a regular structure, such that expanding a node often produces edges leading to existing nodes. However, kinematic lattices are more complex to construct than grids, so HRI publications have not adopted them yet.

Regardless of grids, kinematic lattices or trees, global path planning uses a search method to find a sequence of states from the robot position to the goal that is considered optimal with regard to a cost function. A major improvement to plan results is also possible when planning with time. This allows to find solutions that static representations cannot find. On the other hand, adding the dimension of time exponentially increases the search space and can cause the robot to respond too slowly to changes.

An alternative to graph-based methods is navigation based on partially observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP) [21]. This approach focuses on dealing with uncertainty, and is difficult to adapt to global quality criteria. Also the approach does not scale well with the resolution of states. While POMDP-based navigation may generally have advantages, the technical effort to maintain such frameworks seems to have made it impracticable for research on human-aware navigation so far.

The next two subsections look at cost functions in detail, and then at temporal planning.

3.4.1. Global cost functions

Human-agnostic navigation will commonly choose the shortest or most energy efficient path in a graph, using a variant of the A* search algorithm. In HRI, the assumption is that the shortest or most energy efficient path is not necessarily the most desirable.

Instead in HRI the intention is to find a path that is also sufficiently safe, comfortable, natural, legible, etc. to persons in the area. Such desirable path attributes can be represented in global path planning as cost functions.

The purpose of a cost function is to assign a cost value to robot actions. Those costs depend on the context, notably the robot environment and its state. Individual researchers use varying details about the environment as state, the objects in the environment (their type, geometry, and state), the persons (their age and gender), their current activity, the current ongoing interactions among people, and interactions between people and objects. Also past data and predictions about the future may be encoded as part of the context. Basically all the knowledge a robot may have about its environment.

**Definition 3.1** A cost function \( f_{\text{cost}} \) maps a cost value to all combinations of robot actions \( \mathcal{A}_r \) and action contexts \( \mathcal{C}_r \):
Figure 9: Visualizations of separate costmaps, thick black areas are obstacles, the square in b is a robot, human in h is moving. Areas shaded in grey have costs, meaning the robot should prefer to avoid those if possible. Shapes and sizes of cost function may vary and be context-dependent. All cost-functions can be combined.

\[ f_{cost}(A_r \times C_r) \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \]

In navigation, it is common to use the “action” of temporary occupancy at an \((x, y)\) coordinate on a map, and the static map and 2d-pose of humans as a navigation cost function. Since costs are then assigned to \((x, y)\) coordinates, some authors also call this a costmap:

**Definition 3.2** A costmap for navigation \(f_{\text{nav}}\) maps a cost value to 2d coordinates and action contexts \(C_r\):

\[ f_{\text{nav}}(\mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R} \times C_r) \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \]

It is also common to construct such a costmap by combining several cost functions capturing distinct areas for the robot to avoid. This allows for quick path searches and simple visualizations, but also significantly oversimplifies the problem. A more fitting cost function for navigation may also consider direction of travel or robot velocities. As an example, a cost function could model that moving closer to humans has less costs if done at low speed than at high speed. Such extensions however increase the search space, often leading to combinatorial explosion, causing the robot to be less reactive.

This is a list of cost functions used in the publications, explained in more detail below:

- object padding [44, 91], Figure 9a
- object occlusion [14], Figure 9b
- hidden zones [89], Figure 9c
- zones of high/low noise [58, 59, 60]
- basic comfort distance [43, 44, 54, 83, 89], Figure 9d
- visibility [43, 83, 89], Figure 9e
Object padding [44, 91] as in Figure 9a describes cost regions around static obstacles so that a robot prefers to move at a greater distance from objects than what is strictly necessary for collision avoidance, unless the space is so limited it has to get close. The resulting behavior allows people in the environment to be less worried about the safety of the robot and obstacles.

Object occlusion costs [14] as in Figure 9b try to make the robot avoid motions along paths where the sensors of the robot cannot well perceive the area ahead. This relates in particular to convex corners of rooms, because the robot cannot sense humans behind the corner, and vice versa. Moving around the corner at a greater radius allows earlier coverage of the space behind the corner, which allows for the robot to exhibit human-friendly behavior earlier.

The social costs of hidden zones were described by Sisbot et al. [89] and this refers to the robot avoiding to appear surprisingly from behind objects close to a human, as shown in Figure 9c. This is similar in its intention to object occlusion but requires the robot to know where a present human is. The costs can be discarded if the obstacle does not hide the robot body, even if the obstacle causes robot sensor occlusion.

Costs for object padding, object occlusion and hidden zones cannot replace safety features of the reactive layer of the robot. For purposes of safety, the robot velocity has to be adapted to be safe even when moving tightly around corners or close to obstacles. This velocity adaption remains a necessary feature of the reactive software components (not path planning). The cost functions can only reduce the likelihood of collisions caused by humans, where enough space is available.

The basic comfort distance costs [43, 44, 83, 89] cause a robot to avoid moving closely to humans where that is avoidable, see Figure 9d. The shape and size of such comfort costs can vary according to the context, and Luber et al. [54] even suggest to dynamically change those during a crossing situation.

Visibility costs [43, 83, 89] as in Figure 9e assume that humans prefer a robot to move where they can see the robot when the robot has to move close. This is similar to costs that make the robot approach a human from the front [43]. An opposing force are interaction region costs [79, 83], which assume a human prefers a robot not to cross the space between the human and an object the human interacts with, such as another human or a TV set (Figure 9f). This can be called territoriality, where persons claim free space for themselves. This pair of contradicting forces, visibility and territoriality, illustrates well how difficult it is to tweak and compare cost functions.

To pass humans on their left [62] is a social convention that may be tied to cultural traffic rules. Adding costs on the right of humans as in Figure 9g achieves this behavior in several circumstances like corridors. But it is not clear how these costs influence robot behavior in general.

The other cost functions presented here relate to robot motion among moving humans.

Several publications investigate the effects of defining costs in front of moving humans [48, 83] as in Figure 9h, in particular for non-temporal planning. At the same time, it is also apparent that for non-temporal planning, for humans moving in the same direction as the robot no costs should be applied in path planning [47, 62]. Instead, the robot may benefit from planning a path that follows a person if the robot wants to move in the same direction, in particular for moving in crowds. This relates most closely to natural motion rather than comfort or safety, as certain path deviations that emerge as a result of cost functions applied to an unsuitable context make the robot do unnatural motions. The approach by Ziebart et al. [106] uses an iterative planning approach that may eventually find paths being hindrance-free in time-space. Since the number of iterations is not bounded, this approach must sacrifice either correctness or
reactivity in crowded situations. Crowd motion is also the focus of Henry et al. [37], who model a preference of path steps depending on crowd density and crowd motion.

The actual shape of individual cost functions is subject to tweaking. Most of them have growing costs as the distance to some area decreases. The growth can be modeled linearly, exponentially, sinusoid etc. Also proxemics research has shown that preferred distances between humans and robots depend on many context factors, and it is therefore a valid assumption that this equally holds for other behaviors captured by the social cost functions above.

Similarly, the combination of cost functions is subject to tweaking. Combinations used in publications are weighted sums [44, 83, 89], the maximum [83, 89], and context dependent enabling of costs [44, 47]. In publications cost function shapes and combinations were generally selected and tweaked manually, only few approaches used machine learning techniques [13, 37] for this purpose.

3.4.2. Temporal planning

Apart from work introducing cost functions for path finding algorithms, several authors investigated fundamental changes to path search in order to improve path planning of robots among humans tackling mainly the challenge of avoiding blocking each others path. Temporal planning has two main challenges: 1) predictions of future human motions decrease rapidly in accuracy, and 2) the added dimension of time exponentially increases planning times.

The early paper on human-aware navigation by Tadokoro et al. [92] describes an exploration of the search space using a genetic algorithm rather than classical search. However, they do not motivate that choice nor compare it.

The evacuation simulation planner used by Ohki et al. [65] uses the wavefront algorithms with addition of the dimension of time. The authors do not describe a means to avoid the scalability issues of adding a dimension to the algorithm.

An attempt at temporal global planning avoiding scalability issues is presented by Kushleyev et al. [50]. The idea here is to perform temporal planning for \( n \) steps ahead, where the authors suggest \( n \) to be determined by the time the prediction algorithm for moving obstacles can return meaningful values. A global planner can then perform static planning for the rest of the way up to the goal until the next replanning cycle.

Because the temporal planning challenge of scalability is so dominant, temporal planning is applied in local planning described in section 3.6 more often than in global planning. The local scope of local planning allows temporal planning to remain tractable.

An attempt to reduce the search space even with temporal planning is presented by Phillips and Likhachev in [75]. The temporal dimension in that work is segmented into safe and unsafe intervals instead of regularly discretized time, reducing the search space expansion. Gonzalez et al. [28] enhance that idea allowing for continuous cost functions as well, a prerequisite to apply social cost functions to search.

Before that, the next section describes methods to generate robot behavior considering people as interaction partners, not mere social obstacles.

3.5. Behavior Selection

Behavior is the result of planning and execution. General navigation behavior of a moving robot can be distinguished from the specific behavior of a robot when performing a task. The previous sections described pose selection and path planning. Pose selection and path planning decide ways to move past humans avoiding unnecessary discomfort. Humans are thus treated as social obstacles, having properties to respect beyond those of non-human obstacles. So the interaction between robots and humans is regarded as a necessary evil if the robot has to perform a task, and the aim is to reduce the impact of interaction.

In behavior selection, the problems to be solved more strongly involve a person as interaction partners, relying more on explicit interaction. Therefore interaction is not a necessary evil here, but interaction is the purpose of the robot. Research on navigation then focuses more on how to modulate robot base motion to best serve the interaction goal, rather than merely avoiding discomfort. Partly this reflects the aspect of sociability, partly this reflects the practical needs arising from interaction with a human.
On the more practical side, several authors use state machines to switch between behaviors such as approaching a human, following the human, patrolling, searching, standing in line, and so on [1, 30, 35, 70, 81].

Several authors address adequate approaching behavior for moving humans using a potential field [1, 34]. Althaus et al. [1] define three phases: approaching, keeping the distance, and moving away, for a lengthy situation of interaction. Using potential fields offers some advantages and some disadvantages over search based planning. Advantages over search based planning are that reactions can be found in a more timely fashion and there is no need for a fixed goal pose. Disadvantages are the problem of local minima and issues related to that.

Satake et al. [81] use a custom estimator of whether the robot will be able to approach a walking human from the front. The estimator categorizes the observed motion into one of four categories based on trajectory shape and velocity: fast-walk, idle-walk, wandering and stopping. This allows to estimate whether a suitable meeting point for the robot and the human exists.

The concept of velocity constraint modulation can also be transferred to other areas where velocity limits can be changed, like for allowing increased velocities in corridors. This is done by Zender et al. [105] who use a sparse graph of the environment where navigation points are 1m apart and classified according to laser range data into rooms or corridors.

Similarly for a robot to guide a human, the local planner can be constrained by a model of the joint motion. The work by Feil-Seifer et al. [19] achieves more robust guiding velocities by selecting velocities on the path towards the goal depending on the distance to the goal and the person following. That way, when subjects in experiments were instructed to wait or follow in a slow fashion, the robot adjusted by reducing its own velocity.

With path and behavior selection in place, a robot has a high-level plan of where to move next. What remains is the task to control the robot motors and monitor all sensors to follow this plan while preventing collisions, as described in the next section.

3.6. Local Planning

Local planning is the task of finding commands for the robot actuators for the immediate future. It is also called “reactive planning” and “collision avoidance”. In its usual application, there is nothing particularly human-aware about local-planning, as it merely defines motor responses to perceived static or moving obstacles, regardless of the nature of the obstacle. However some authors use the knowledge about the nature of the obstacle, and derive special behaviors when an obstacle is known to be human, and this allows for human-aware aspects in local planning.

The key responsibility of local planners is to ensure the safety of the robot and the environment. A recent publication by Fraichard [24] defines criteria for safe robot motion, in the sense of collision avoidance. In theory, a navigation framework needs to reason about:

1. its own dynamics,
2. the future dynamics of moving obstacles,
3. this with respect to an infinite time horizon.

For the real world, the time horizon does not need to be infinite, as the value of reasoning about the future quickly deteriorates due to uncertainty and sensor limitations. Hence the requirement can be relaxed for real-world navigation to “with an appropriate lookahead” [5]. What minimum time horizon is appropriate depends on the field-of-view of the robot and the maximally expected dynamics of all objects in the environment.

If one of those criteria is violated, so-called inevitable collision states (ICS) can occur, where a robot will provably enter collisions that it could have avoided by following the criteria. So these criteria form hard constraints to robot navigation. Obeying those alone will not make a robot behave acceptably or efficiently, only safe. Local planners can thus be extended for human environments to create motions that are not just safe, but also adequate for human stakeholders.

There are several kinds of local planners as summarized by Fraichard [24]. The most used ones in our surveyed literature are sampling algorithms and the velocity obstacle approach. In sampling algorithms the
local planner calculates the future positions of the robot under different velocity commands, prunes those that are in collision, and selects the one of the remaining trajectories that best fits a goal function.

The Velocity Obstacle (VO) approach assumes perfect knowledge about the shape of obstacles and other agents’ future motions and finds an analytic solution that prevents collisions. It thus works for multi-robot navigation, see [11, 25] for examples. On the other hand it is more difficult to implement analytical solutions with nonlinear trajectories, noisy obstacle data, uncertainty, and cost functions. Therefore, in human-aware navigation research, the sampling approach is more common. Sampling algorithms are easy to extend with social cost functions and additional sensor inputs, but representation of dynamic obstacles is often not part of the solution, as an example the popular Dynamic Window approach [23] considers all obstacles to be static, though it can be extended with object motion predictions.

It is useful to consider that persons in the environment cooperate, and will help avoiding collisions. This can be used for finding solutions with reflective or reciprocal collision avoidance [45, 99]. Such reciprocal schemes assume that the human is aware of the robot and chooses his own trajectory accordingly, instead of blindly or randomly moving on. So in many situations the robot can make smaller evading motions than if it had to prepare for humans moving on carelessly. Making smaller evading motions then makes the robot move more efficiently and more goal directed.

The same basic idea that humans adapt their path as well has been realized by Trautman et al. [98], who suggest a solution using an Interaction Gaussian Process Model. If the prediction of the future human path is represented by growing regions such as shown in Figure 8d, and the planner is forbidden to enter such regions, then the robot may be unable to find any allowed space left, and not move on. Using Interaction Gaussian Process Model to model human motion, the predictions take into account that the robot is being perceived, thus possibly opening spaces in human formations for the robot to move through.

A similar attempt is made by Althoff et al. [2] to consider uncertainty in bilateral sampling and selection of most likely collision free trajectories. While the concept is promising, the approach requires a lot of processing and was not achieved in realtime.

So human-awareness is represented in localplanners mostly by interleaving prediction of human motion and planning or robot motion to identify potentials for joint efforts in collision avoidance.

3.7. Feature integration and Synthesis

Designing a suitable control flow for the functionalities of Figure 6 is not straightforward. The main challenge is that when humans are present, the base assumption needs to be that the world is changing all the time unpredictably. So any plan under execution is outdated immediately after any unpredicted change in the world. Several of the modules in our generalized navigation framework require significant planning time on their own, let alone when processed in sequence. This performance challenge is not specific to human-aware navigation, and outside the scope of this paper. The publications on human-aware navigation do not go into detail on this aspect.

Apart from the performance challenge, the semantic integration of modules is also not straightforward. As an example, one can imagine a pose planner that finds a very comfortable pose for the robot to hand over an item to a person, and a path planner that finds a very comfortable path to that pose. When the robot executes the plan, it is possible that a behavior results that is confusing to the human. That’s because it is natural to select a pose for handover in accordance with the shortest path to that pose. Humans may sacrifice some pose comfort to reduce the path length and reduce the duration of the interaction. This split between pose and path selection can be avoided in different ways, for example by using potential fields [1, 34], but the underlying problem of suboptimal global solutions with separate planners surfaces in many ways.

Another separation to be merged is between prediction and planning (both global and local), as integrating predictions in the planning allows to take into account that a person may adapt to the robot and autonomously avoid collisions [2, 45, 99], or may cooperatively help the robot.

This concludes the examination of functionalities to solve challenges of human-aware navigation. The remainder of the paper investigates evaluation methods before ending with a conclusion.
4. Evaluation Methods for Human-aware Navigation

The focus of research in human-aware navigation are the algorithms that produce the decisions that produce the motions. In order to scientifically compare algorithms, measures are required that describe properties of robot motion.

It is comparatively easy to define measures of efficiency and safety, measuring time, energy consumption, path lengths and collisions. This is mostly similar outside HRI, so this paper won’t go into detail about it. The difficult kind of evaluation is to analyze the impacts of a changed algorithm of an autonomous robot on human comfort, naturalness and sociability.

All three notions are very subjective and context dependent. Methods from neuroscience and psychology provide direct measures such as gaze behavior or skin conductance and indirect feedback in the form of questionnaires or interviews. By nature of the intrinsic variance and uncertainty, experiments with humans are restricted to well-defined, repeatable contexts. If an improvement is shown in one context, that is already a small scientific gain. But this does not allow inferring a blueprint for a robot, in particular since improvements of different research efforts cannot well be compared to each other, as there is no scale for comparison.

Another reason for the difficulty of evaluating the impacts of different algorithms on comfort is more practical: The time and preparation required to prepare a lab and a robot as well as human participants to perform experiments giving meaningful results. Getting meaningful results is not just a matter of taking great care in setting up the experiment, it also involves considering effects of adaptation and fatigue of human participants.

As a result, there are two main evaluation strategies. One strategy is to put a real robot in a human environment and create situations of interaction. This approach provides empirical data from robot measurements and ratings of participants or observers. The other strategy is to run automated experiments in a simulator using measures assumed to influence comfort, showing that if that assumption were true, the algorithm performs better. Both approaches have their merits and caveats.

4.1. Simulation based evaluation

Using simulation for evaluation, the common property used to approximate discomfort is the distance a simulated robot kept from a simulated human [44, 65, 92] for running simulations in special situations.

Some research also focuses on Wizard of Oz studies to provide descriptions of robot behavior that cause more or less discomfort [10, 46, 66], though the results may still be too few and specialized to predict human discomfort in general situations.

Several authors chose to perform an evaluation in simulation [38, 43, 62], along with a demonstration on a real robot.

4.2. User study based evaluation

In life experiments, a robot with given algorithms performs tasks, and human participants experiencing the robot rate the performance of the robot on scales, such as a Likert scale expressing how comfortable they felt during interaction.

A good example for research using direct interaction is the work by Pacchierotti et al. [67, 68]. In the studies a robot moved along a hallway with participants moving in the other direction. The robot behavior could be modified by parameters, and the study found correlations between parameters and user ratings.

Another example of this approach is shown in Young et al. [103]. While evaluating a dogleash system for robots, the robot behavior deviated between following the human or walking in front.

The previous studies have been performed in a lab environment, a similar study in a mall is presented by Hayashi et al. [35]. In that work, the robot behavior was based on two parameters, and again participant ratings were compared to parameter settings after a series of trials.

Typically the participants need to be informed about the experiment before it starts, and the participants are aware of the experimenter observing them. This can strongly bias the questionnaire. In the work by Satake et al. [81] the participant behavior in public places was monitored by TV cameras, so that the participants were unaware of being part of an experiment. The task of the robot was to engage participants
in a trivial conversation, and the evaluation was based on the situations in the video data being labeled by humans as success or failure of the robot to engage in a conversation. Video-based approaches often produce similar results to live experiments, as found by Woods et al. [102]. The video-based approach was also used by Lichtenthäler et al. [53] to show an improvement of robot legibility using human-aware motion-planning.

In contrast to the previous works, Gockley et al. [27] use participants who observe the robot interacting with an experimenter.

A look at long-term changes of human preferences with a robot is provided by Walters et al. [100]. It shows an adaptation effect, as over time shorter distances become more acceptable to the subjects.

4.3. Summary of evaluation methods

The most problematic area of evaluations in the context of human-aware navigation is the evaluation of comfort improvements due to changes in navigational decision making.

The literature shows two main strategies in doing so, using a simulation based on a model of what causes human-discomfort, or presenting participants with a robot and asking them to rate robot qualities via a questionnaire.

5. Conclusion

This survey presented the state-of-the-art in human-aware navigation for wheeled robots in assistive scenarios. The features that allow for human-aware navigation can mostly be categorized into the topics of comfort, naturalness and sociability of motions.

We have shown that for each feature category, a diversity of methods were explored for a variety of problems. The progress made so far allows building robot navigation systems that demonstrably avoids several behavior flaws that non-human-aware navigation exhibits.

The publications we found deal with individual domains and challenges, a holistic theory of human-aware navigation was not attempted yet. So one main challenge in the research area is to unify different methods and solutions technically and semantically. This unification requires a grounding of methods in a semantic context of behavior. Such a context needs to define each spatial human-robot encounter as an interaction following social rules. To find and evaluate such rules, and to map them to suitable software processes remains the main challenge of human-aware navigation planning.
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